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Aims of this Study

- examine the alloimmunogenicity of CEC injected into the AC
- investigate the tendency to development DTH
- assess the ability of transplanted CEC to induce ACAID & the induction of immune tolerance
Materials & Methods

- mpCEC from donor C5BL/6 mice & intracameral injection
- transcorneal freezing (cryoinjury): cryoprobe 10”
- slit-lamp biomicroscopy & pachymetry
- ACAID induction: SC immunization w/ splenocytes
- ear thickness to assess DTH response
Transplanted mpCEC adhere to endothelial cell defect areas

post-operative day 7
Transplanted mpCEC do not induce allograft rejection
DTH response: allogeneic mpCEC lose the capacity to induce DTH
ACAID induction: intracameral injection in non-inflamed eyes suppresses DTH response

\[ \text{mpCEC} \quad \text{Sp} \quad \text{AC} \rightarrow \text{Sp SC} \]
Immune tolerance is antigen-specific & dependent on splenocytes
survival of allogeneic mpCEC is necessary to induce delayed type tolerance
Conclusions

• mpCEC injected into the AC do not induce allogeneic DTH
• cryoinjury abolished ACAID induction
• delayed tolerance rather than mpCEC-induced ACAID promotes allograft survival
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